Abstract-Two rate SLAs become increasingly popular in today's Internet, allowing a customer to save money by paying one price for committed traffic and a much lower price for additional traffic which is not guaranteed. These type of SLAs are suggested for all types of traffic from best effort to QoS constraint applications. In access networks, where these SLAs are prevalent, shared memory switches is a common architecture. Thus, dimensioning and management of shared memory queues for multiple priorities each with two levels of guarantees becomes an interesting challenge.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the ongoing work aimed at finding the way to transform the internet from the single class best effort service, to providing a variety of service classes offering different performance guarantees (QoS), simple coarse schemes and lightweight hardware support have become popular. Some such schemes are based on the concept of classification and performance level assignments at the edge of the networks. Packets are marked or tagged accordingly, and this marking is used to apply differentiated handling of the packets in the core of the network. These ideas took form in the extensive work of the differentiated services (DiffServ) working group of the IETF [15] , [4] , [16] , [10] . They were later also incorporated into the MPLS world in the form of MPLS DiffServ-TE technology [8] A typical contract between a customer and a provider is stated in terms of a service level agreement (SLA). In its simplest form it ensures the customer a minimum or expected bandwidth for its usage and may allow additional bandwidth to be used based on availability. The SLA may also define delay requirements (e.g., for real time applications).
We examine a typical case where several classes of services are defined. Customers requiring high performance (e.g., low delay and loss as defined in their SLAs) are assigned to the high priority class. Other customers are assigned to the lower priority classes with lower performance. The packets of a given class, that conform to the agreed expected bandwidth, are termed in this work committed bandwidth traffic of that class, and the packets that do not conform are termed excess traffic (these are sometimes termed 'in' and 'out' packets, respectively).
Typically at the ingress of the network, the provider monitors each class of traffic and marks the packets that exceed the committed rate as excess. The provider assures negligible drop probability for the committed traffic (of all classes) even during congestion periods. When congestion occurs the policy is to drop the excess traffic with higher probability. Specifically, this policy means that during congestion it is preferable to drop excess traffic of high priority to dropping low priority committed traffic.
Implementation of such QoS policies in the network core nodes may be done by means of packet scheduling and buffer management mechanisms that handle packets according to their marked class and rate conformance. As mentioned, packet scheduling schemes set to achieve delay and loss differentiation may employ some kind of priority queueing. Buffer management during congestion periods typically includes a packet drop policy to manage buffer space.
Queue management has been studied extensively [12] , [5] and complete memory sharing among all classes has I 42 been shown to provide optimal throughput -delay performance and maximal utilization of available memory in the system [9] , [11] .
There is a long line of work that examines threshold policies for two (or more) types of packets that share a single FIFO buffer [7] , [6] , [2] , [14] , these deal with, either the case of a single class of packets some which are marked as discard eligible (e.g., non rate conforming), or the case of multiple classes of packets that are sharing a single FIFO buffer. In this paper we consider, for the first time, the case of multiple priority classes of packets each having two discard levels, namely committed and excess packets.
The system proposed in this work can be considered as a simple low cost and fast switch supporting coarse QoS differentiation. The system is based on a single shared memory space accommodating multiple FIFO queues (one per priority class). Packets are serviced according to a strict priority scheduling policy. A simple totaloccupancy-threshold policy is used for buffer management (see Sec. 3.3 in [7] ).
We wish to analyze and study the behavior of such a system and provide guidelines for setting optimal system parameters (thresholds and buffer sizes) given traffic conditions. Our goal is to satisfy the requirements of the SLA defined for the committed traffic (i.e., negligible drop probability, and adequate delay for each priority class) while maximizing the utilization of available excess bandwidth to serve the revenue generating excess traffic. This is to be achieved with minimal memory requirements.
To this end we use the following model (see Fig. 1 ). The system is comprised of two priority queues:
. Priority queue 1 (high priority) serves two traffic types, committed and excess. The excess traffic is managed by means of a threshold, ai E, which inhibits priority excess traffic acceptance based on total buffer space portion occupied (by all priorities and discard levels). . Priority queue 0 (low priority) has two traffic types, committed and excess. The threshold OCOE, has the same meaning as that defined for priority 1 traffic. Service is non preemptive.
To allow simple and efficient analysis and calculation, we present analysis that uses a simpler model, where the high priority queue is presented with both excess and committed traffic, and the low priority traffic is presented with committed traffic only. Thus we have three packet types: high priority committed, high priority excess, and low priority committed. Second, we use
Poisson arrival processes to model all incoming traffic types. Third we deal with the finite nature of our queue in our model only to the extent needed to analyze committed traffic loss. Thus, in part of our analysis we assume that the headroom (i.e., the buffer space above the threshold) is infinite. This assumption is based on two facts: 1. The marking process employed at the network ingress controls the committed traffic rate and characteristics. 2. The system design process is aimed at avoiding committed traffic loss. Indeed we show that the system designed this way has a quickly dropping buffer-occupancy distribution function above the threshold. This allows for the infinite headroom assumption given that the actual headroom allocated is large enough. Generalizations of the system, doing without the above mentioned simplifications, are addressed later in the work. The System Model: Two queues share a buffer space of n packets (or cells). The high priority queue serves committed traffic and excess traffic packet arrivals modeled by a Poisson process of rates A1 and A2 respectively. The low priority queue serves committed traffic packet arrivals, also modeled as a Poisson process at rate A3. Service rate is ,u (see figure 1) . The threshold is denoted nth = 0alEn. When the total occupancy of the buffer is above this threshold, excess high priority traffic is rejected and lost.
An exact analysis of the above system can be done by using a continuous-time two-dimensional Markov chain with (n + 1)(n + 2)/2 states, where each state is represented by the ordered pair (t, s), where t is the number of high priority packets in the buffer and s the number of low priority packets (see Fig. 2 ). The system can be solved in 0(n3) computations yielding the delay, buffer occupancy, and throughput of each traffic class.
III. APPROXIMATED ANALYSIS
The complexity of the exact numerical solution may be too high to allow solving the system for buffer 43 We define pu for the unrestricted full load case, and sizes exceeding a few tens of packets. For the case where system behavior is controlled by total occupancy thresholds we suggest instead to first model the system by a single parameter, its total occupancy, as explained below. Using this value we then derive the other system parameters with a finer analysis.
A. Analysis of total system occupancy
We suggest looking at the one dimensional state space representing the total occupancy of the shared memory buffer, namely, the number of packets (of all types) present in the system at a given moment.
In this analysis the system can be modeled by a (8) We are interested in the regime where Pr = (A1 + A3)/u < 1 or else committed traffic will be lost with probability 1. Furthermore we look mainly at the case when the total load, (A1 + A2 + A3)/,u, exceeds unity as it represents periods of congestion. Figure 3 shows total occupancy distribution for two loads points of 1.05 and 1.15 (unless otherwise specified the system load is defined as the aggregate load of all packet types. Also unless otherwise specified the rate is equal for all types, i.e., A1 = A2 = A3). This figure demonstrates that in the cases of interest the total occupancy probability distribution drops fast above the threshold. This allows the infinite buffer assumption, given that the actual space above the threshold is large enough. Figure 4 shows the acceptance ratio of the various packet types as a function of the threshold value at the same two load values (committed traffic in these figures is not lost according to our infinite capacity assumption). Both graphs include simulation results for comparison.
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Total Occupancy (load-1.05 threshold-64 The average input rate for the high priority queue can now be calculated as: Al = (Al + A2) P(occupancy < nth) +Ai * P(nth < occupancy) (13) For our approximated analysis of the delay in the threshold governed priority queue we will use an approach based on the multi-priority with infinite capacity analysis of Kleinrock [13] .
We now claim that under the above assumptions we can approximate the average waiting time of the high priority queue in our system using the results from the infinite case presented above.
The waiting time equation for priority 1 In Fig. 5 the expected delay is shown (theoretical calculations and corresponding simulated results) as a function of the aggregate load for all priorities. The figure shows that our analysis agrees with the simulation we conducted.
Using the above results we can now study the system behavior and trade-offs presented as a function of load and threshold selection. We are interested in the regime where the aggregate input rate is close to the service rate (i.e., time of congestion). We assume that the committed traffic is allocated enough resources to keep loss low (namely, the committed aggregate input rate, A1 + A3, is lower than the service rate, and buffer space above the threshold, n-nth, is allocated). This is a logical common policy. Low loss can be verified by checking that expected committed traffic loss ratios (rTi, or equivalently rT3, of equation 7) are negligible. Graphs and analysis were removed due to space limitations; for more details see [3] .
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper is a first step in understanding the management of multi-priority queue where traffic for each priority queue is comprised of two discard levels. We used here queueing theory to derive expressions for the expected delay and throughput of a simple threshold policy. We believe that continuing this direction, as well as using other tools such as competitive analysis, will help us better understand how to engineer such systems. 46 
